
Operations Officer Dashboard

Mobile connectivity with CommandX

Court-proof and compliant with regulations

24h messenger service

Allocation fixed users or units

Local data storage

With CommandX.MOBILE, Eurocommand offers a mobile application as a perfect addition to the CommandX 
command support software. The mobile application serves not only as a command dashboard, but also as a 
mobile reporting system and for organisational purposes. CommandX.MOBILE is assigned to fixed users or 
units on end devices and thus enables rapid access to operations with modules such as dashboard, reporting, 
organisational structure or situation map. With CommandX.MOBILE, it is possible to communicate quickly and 
securely within the framework of the 24h messenger, to send FMS status messages or to view LIVE data in the 
situation map using GPS tracking.

CommandX.MOBILE
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CommandX.MOBILE

With the new 24-hour messenger service, direct com-
munication between users and units, even outside of an 
operation, is added to the service and operations. All this 
as secure communication via a local server environment 
without the data protection issues associated with ex-
ternally hosted messaging services. The 24h Messen-
ger service offers many familiar functions from other 
messenger services. Starting with short agreements 
between two group leaders up to a group chat within a 
command staff.

With the Operations Officer Dashboard, the most im-
portant information is already available immediately 
during the approach and throughout the entire opera-
tion. It doesn‘t matter whether it‘s general deployment 
information such as address, keyword, additional infor-
mation on the building or the latest messages from the 
news system: All information is available at a glance. 
Supplemented by a customised force overview and a 
navigation option to the next deployment site in the in-
tegrated map, the current status of the deployment is 
available at all times.

As in all applications of the CommandX platform, the 
processing within the operations takes place in a court-
proof manner, which also enables a clear reconstruction 
of the information afterwards. All reporting channels, 
tactical signs and representations are based on the 
current service regulations of the various authorities 
and organisations with security tasks.

Operations Officer Dashboard 24h messenger service

Mobile connectivity with the CommandX platform
All known modules of the CommandX platform are 
adapted to the needs of mobile devices and their 
users. With CommandX.MOBILE, the reporting sys-
tem can be used to exchange deployment orders and 
situation reports without media discontinuity. The 
section formation and the force overview are quickly 
accessible to those involved to obtain an overview. 
The situation map provides the command-and-con-
trol centres with a uniform level of information on 
the spatial orientation at the scene of the operation.

Court-proof and compliant to service regulations

Allocation of fixed users or units
With CommandX.MOBILE, it is possible to integrate 
users who are assigned to a function in the staff or a 
vehicle, as well as users who are deployed as a unit. All 
vehicles and units can work together with their com-
mand levels on one database and the existing infor-
mation is available to all levels. Likewise, the data from 
CommandX.MOBILE is available to all command levels 
in the CommandX platform. By localising the mobile ter-
minals, positions of the units can be determined. If there 
is no radio connection, units can send their FMS status 
via CommandX.MOBILE.

Local data storage
All synchronised data remains available offline even if 
the connection is lost. Each CommandX.MOBILE appli-
cation can continue to operate independently without a 
network connection. When the data connection returns, 
the generated data is synchronised with the other ap-
plications of the CommandX platform. This means that 
interim events are automatically available on the mobile 
devices.
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